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Significant reductions were shown for depression, anger, anxiety, neurotic symptoms and low frequency heart rate variability in the 17 completers. Eleven out of these completers achieved remission ...
Yoga as a Complementary Treatment of Depression: Effects of Traits and Moods on Treatment Outcome
SoCal Jewish News announced itself last month with a GoFundMe campaign and a July 19 target launch date. They have begun publishing stories via email newsletters and social media.
New Jewish news site launches in LA amid hard times for Jewish journalists
SoCal Jewish News is staffed with former employees of the LA Jewish Journal, which some say has not been meeting the community's needs.
A new Jewish news site makes a play in LA amid a difficult climate for its Jewish journalists
A team of journalists once employed by the flagship Jewish newspaper in Los Angeles is trying to create an alternative news source for America’s second-largest Jewish community. SoCal Jewish News ...
New Jewish news site arrives in LA as frustration with Jewish Journal grows
Disagreements and intimidation spur in-person safety concerns, but do online meetings satisfy the state's Open Meeting Law in non-pandemic times?
School boards question safety of in-person meetings as tensions rise. What does the law say?
It has been a tough year for Broadway. Now it’s time to get tough on the show that too often honors investors instead of achievers.
A Chance to Fix the Tonys, and So Many Things to Fix
Sonnenfeld's anxiety befits a man whose autobiography is subtitled "Memoirs of a Neurotic Filmmaker." In the first "Men in Black" film, after all, a cockroach-style invader disguises himself as a ...
How pop culture set the stage for the coming UFO report — for better or worse
Casey Wilson knows what she likes: coffee that tastes like a milkshake, “life-changing” banana-chocolate-chip muffins, and dinner in bed. This week, the star of Showtime’s Black Monday, co-host of the ...
Casey Wilson Prefers Her Chicken Parm in Bed
Salma Hayek and Antonio Banderas bring some over-the-top fun to Ryan Reynolds’ and Samuel L. Jackson’s breezy summer movie franchise.
‘Hitman’s Wife’s Bodyguard’ Review: Action Comedy Sequel Has Better Eye than the Original
Now we’re left wondering if a post-lockdown world will result in a legion of neurotic dogs left unhappily ... likenesses tattooed on my thigh in the style of the farmers from Grant Wood ...
Lockdown unleashed a runaway pandemic puppy economy. Is it here to stay?
We're still in the middle of the NFL offseason, and teams are a long way from finalizing their rosters and gearing up for Week ...
What We've Learned About Every NFL Team so Far in 2021
[Larry David in "Fish in the Dark": Mom, are you crazy?] "Fish in the Dark" is a dark comedy about family dysfunction in typical Larry David style ... [Anna Shapiro: It's not about where he ...
Who is Larry David?
Doing it in person is key for Biden, according to Sullivan, because Putin has a “highly personalized style of decision ... was a paralyzed Senate,’ Shapiro told me, speaking of Byrd.
POLITICO Playbook PM: ‘The new Mitch McConnell’?
The Veiled Prophet is said to be dressed with a white klan-style hood and robe while armed ... What absolute garbage,” Ben Shapiro tweeted. “A lot of y’all never learned reading ...
Ellie Kemper once crowned queen at ball allegedly linked to white supremacy
Currently anchored by Audie Cornish, Ari Shapiro, and several other hosts ... Vincent Farquharson, Interaction designer “Harry Styles sticks with me because, yes, it was awesome and he is a magnetic ...
NPR at 50: A Highly Selective History
The tweet came in response to a post from conservative commentator Ben Shapiro, who wrote ... to gas chambers in Nazi Germany,' Greene told David Brody on his Christian Broadcasting Network ...
Marjorie Taylor Greene thanks supporter for calling Kevin McCarthy a 'moron' and a 'feckless c***' for condemning her comments comparing COVID restrictions to the Holocaust
Virtual services from online measurement and style consultations to at-home try ... and the company has affiliated locations inside Nordstrom and David’s Bridal stores on Long Island.
Long Island grooms are getting tuxedo rental boxes delivered to their doors
Indi Emma Shapiro, Emily B Signorello, Julia Lynn Silvestrone, Samuel Timothy Speciale, Miriana May Rose Spencer, Samuel Keefe Squires, Caitlyn Maryann Stephan, Matthew Evan Styles, Elisandro ...
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